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ABSTRACT

We propose Interse tion-Merging (IM), a wrapper algorithm
for model-based lustering. The algorithm takes a set of
lusterings obtained e.g. by EM, breaks down the lusterings
into sub lusters via an interse tion step, and then agglomerates them via a merging step. We introdu e two versions of
merging: greedy (standard IM) and by simulated annealing
(IMSA). Experiments on several data sets show that both
IM and IMSA improve on the starting lusterings under a
variety of riteria.
1.

In model-based lustering, data
are viewed as oming from
a mixture density f (x) = PKk k fk (x). Here, k 's are
the mixing proportions (0 < k  1 for all k = 1; : : : ; K
and Pk k = 1), and fk is the density modeling mixture
omponent k. A ommon assumption is that the densities
fk are multivariate Gaussian. The log-likelihood of the data
for a Gaussian mixture with a given number K of mixture
omponents is
=1

lmix =

INTRODUCTION

Model-based lustering and in parti ular lustering with mixtures of Gaussians using the EM [7℄ [2℄ algorithm are widely
popular methods for lustering data. It is equally wellknown [8℄ that these methods su er from the presen e of
typi ally many lo al optima. It is therefore ommon pra ti e to start the EM iteration from multiple initial points and
to take the best solution (e.g. the one with maximum mixture likelihood). In this paper we propose to add an extra
step that, instead of dis arding all but one of the lusterings already obtained, ombines them into a new one whi h
will inherit strength from the whole ensemble. This is the
Interse tion-Merging algorithm.
Essentially, IM rst partitions the data into smaller lusters,
in a way that agrees with the inital lusterings, then agglomerates them using the model-based hierar hi al approa h.
The next se tion brie y des ribes model-based and hierarhi al agglomerative lustering, then se tions 3 and 4 introdu e the IM and IMSA algorithms respe tively. Experimental results are presented in se tion 5 and the dis ussion in
se tion 7 on ludes the paper.


2. MODEL-BASED CLUSTERING AND MODELBASED HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING
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where (; k ; k ) is the Gaussian density with mean ve tor
and ovarian e matrix k and xi ; i = 1; : : : N is the i-th
data point. For a xed K we an estimate the parameters
k , k , and k using the EM algorithm [7℄. The EM algorithm starts with an initial estimate for the parameters
and iterates until onvergen e to a lo al maximum of the
likelihood Lmix . Di erent initial points may result in di erent values for the parameters at onvergen s. EM produ es
probabilisti assignments of points to lusters, aka soft lusterings. To obtain a hard lustering, point xi is assigned to
luster k if
k = argmaxk k (xi ; k ; k )
Throughout the paper, unless otherwise spe i ed, a lustering will signify a hard lustering.
Hierar hi al agglomerative lustering (HAC) [4℄ is another
algorithm for model-based lustering. It starts with N lusters ea h ontaining one point and re ursively merges two
pair of lusters into a single one until K lusters are left.
The two lusters for merging are hosen at ea h stage so
as to maximize the resulting lassi ation (log-)likelihood.
The lassi ation log-likelihood of a Gaussian mixture with
a given number K of mixture omponents is
k

0

ll=

N
X
i=1

0

0

log (xi ; li ; li );

0

(2)

where the lassi ation label li = k if xi belongs to the kth
omponent.
Whereas EM sear h is lo al and its movement is in the neighborhood of the initial point in parameter spa e, HAC is not
in uen ed by initialization. It hanges the assignment on a

large s ale via agglomeration. But it is a greedy algorithm.
On e observations from di erent groups have been assigned
to the same luster this error will never be orre ted. Also,
the al ulation of HAC is expensive in both memory usage
and omputing time (O(N ) for the worst ase).
Both algorithms assume that the value of K is known and
arrive at lo al maxima of their respe tive optimality riteria.
The lo ation of the optima is not the same for the two algorithms, but they are lose to ea h other when the mixture
omponents are well separated.
Throughout this paper, we assume that the number of lusters (K ) is known and will fo us on estimating the parameters that maximize the mixture likelihood.
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The algorithm is illustrated as above. The starting lusterings are obtained for example from EM with di erent initializations. The I step produ es a partition Cr of the data
into Kr lusters su h that xi ; xj are in the same luster in
Cr i they are in the same luster for ea h of the starting
lusterings Cl ; l = 1; : : : n. The lusters of Cr are alled
sub lusters to emphasize the fa t that ea h of them is a subset of a luster of Cl for every l = 1; : : : n. If the starting
lusterings all apture to some extent some true lustering
of the data, the data points with the same true membership
are more likely to be kept in the same sub luster as pairs of
data points that belong to di erent true lusters. However,
the sub lusters generated by the interse tion are just substru tures of lusters. The merging step is to regroup them
into lusters by agglomeration. When the agglomeration is
ompleted, it is optimized lo ally using EM.
It is important to note that the number of sub lusters Kr
does not grow exponeitially with the in rease of K and n. In
the worst ase Kr attains the size of the dataset N , in whi h
ase our algorithm redu es to standard HAC. Usually Kr is
mu h smaller than N . Figure 5 a. shows the distribution of
Kr in 100 datasets generated from the distribution in gure
1.
In this paper, we introdu e an O(N ) time implementation
for the interse tion step using hashing and a straightforward implementation for hierar hi al model-based lustering whi h is O(Kr ) in the worst ase, but typi ally O(Kr )
[4℄.

b. After Interse tion
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ing Cr with Kr sub lusters
2. Merge (M) sub lusters into K lusters using HAC
3. Lo ally optimize by EM initialized with the parameters from the mixture model obtained in step 2
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1.

Input Data x1 ; : : : xN , starting lusterings C = (C1 ; : : : ; Cn )
Interse t (I) starting lusterings to produ e luster-

Figure 1: An illustration of the IM algorithm for
a data set with 4 lusters. Clusters enters and 1
standard deviation shown in red. (a) Four starting
lusterings generated from EM; none of them is lose
to the true lustering. (b) the interse tion of starting lusterings has Kr = 12 sub lusers; ( ) after the
Merging step (as IM-agg); (d) after the nal EM optimization (as IM-EM) the obtained lustering and
mixture model is very lose to the truth (e).

In the IM algorithm des ribed above, the agglomeration in
the merging step is greedy. Hen e, on e observations from
di erent groups have been assigned to the same luster this
error will never be orre ted. Therefore, we propose an enhan ed version of IM, interse tion-merging with simulated
annealing (IMSA), whi h allows the orre tion of mistakes
formed in agglomeration by a pro edure of simulated annealing.

should not be too small or too large to be lose to the size
of starting lusterings n, be ause an extremely large m will
redu e the randomness of the subset and an extremely small
m will limit the hange of C new .
5. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

All the models are implemented in MCLUST [5℄. For a
Gaussian mixture, the ovarian e matrix for the kth luster
an be expressed in the form
Algorithm Interse tion-Merging with Simulated
k = k Dk Ak DkT ;
(3)
Annealing (IMSA)
where k is a s alar determining the volume of the luster,
Input Data x ; : : : xN , starting lusterings C = (C ; : : : ; Cn )Dk is the matrix of eigenve tors determining the orientation,
and Ak is a diagnal matrix proportional to the eigenvalues
Parameters niter ; m; T
determining the shape of the luster. Ban eld and Raftery
1. Repeat niter times
proposed ross- luster equality onstraints on any or all of
geometri features as a way of limiting the number
(a) Randomly sele t a subset of size m, (Ck1 ; : : : ; Ckm )  these
of
parameters
in the model in an intuitive way [2℄. For exC
ample,
one
su
h model onstrains all lusters to have the
(b) Apply Interse tion and Merging on (Ck1 ; : : : ; Ckm ), same shape, volumes
and orientation. This is alled the
get lustering Cnew
EEE model (Equal volume, Equal shape and Equal orientation) [5℄. A ompletely un onstrained model is denoted by
( ) Cal ulate the di eren e of lassi ation likelihood
VVV
[5℄. A dis ussion of all possible ombinations of onas l l = lCnew max
lCki
6i6m
straints
based on the de omposition an be found in [3℄. We
(d) If l l > 0, A ept and set C  = argmaxi lCi
found that on our datasets, the VVV variant of MCLUST
else A ept with probability exp(l l =T ).
onverged most of the time to singularities (i.e lusters with
1
data point). As this was impra ti al for produ ing any
2. Lo ally optimize by EM initialized with the paramreasonable
of starting lusterings, we adopted the following

eters from the mixture model orresponding to C
experimental design: we obtained the starting lusterings
with the more stable EEE, applied IM/IMSA, them EMVVV for the nal step of our algorithm. We also applied
A ept: Let l = argmin d(Cki ; Cnew ). Repla e Cl by Cnew .
EM-VVV to the n starting lusterings, and these are the
6i6m
results we report for them.
The above algorithm is an instan e of the Metropolis-Hastings
simulated annealing algorithm [11℄, where: the urrent on5.1 A Simple Mixture
guration is the urrent set of lusterings, (C ; : : : ; Cn ), the
We rst evaluate the performan e using the demonstration
proposal is the new lustering Cnew generated by applying
example in Se tion 3. The dataset ontains 300 data points
steps I and M on the subset (Ck1 ; : : : ; Ckm ), and the obje from 4 groups with  = (10; 2),  = (0; 0),  = (20; 5),
tive fun tion is the lassi ation log-likelihood summed over
 = (26; 6),
the on guration C lCi .
There are many possibilities for the annealing s hedule. The






one we use here is to sele t a temperature parameter T su h
 = 166:4 46:4 ;  = 64:4 616:4 ;  =  = 40 04 ;
that the a eptan e rate is reasonably far from 0 and 1. This
value of T is sele ted in a set of small trial runs whose results
are dis arded; on e sele ted, T is onstant throughout the
and the mixing proportion  = ,  = ,  = ,  = .
annealing pro ess. We have found this simple s hedule to
Figure
1, e shows one realization of the distribution. The
work suÆ iently well in our experiments.
parameters are hosen su h that the two spheri al groups
(C and C ) are easily to be mixed up as a big ellipse.
There an be many variants as to the rearrangement of
the on guration. We a ept the proposal when the proWe generate 20 random samples of size N = 300 from the
posed lustering is better than the best lustering in the
mixture distribution above. Then we initialize EM in the
subset with probability 1; otherwise, repla e the lusterfollow ways. For ea h sample, we randomly generate the
ing in the subset losest to Cnew by Cnew with probability
starting mean i independently as
exp(l l=T ). The luster distan e is measured by variation
of information (VI) [9℄. This parti ular hoi e helps pre ; : : : ; K s N (x; V );
serve the diversity of the lusterings in the on guration.
where x is the sample mean and V is the sample ovariOur experiments showed that perserving diversity of C is
an e matrix of the sample. Then we spe ify the omponentessential to avoid early onvergen e to a on guration with
essentially identi al lusterings. If diversity diminishes too
ovarian e matri es i = V and i = 1=K to generate
soon, interse tion also reates many tiny sub lusters, whi h
100 partitions using EM (EEE model, i.e. spheri al shape
signi antly in rease the error rate in merging and introequal ovarian e) with MCLUST[5℄. A browsing of the pardu e large overheads. The size of the subset m in general
titions shows that there is substantial redundan y in the
1
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0.004
0.002
0.000
−0.002
−0.006

−0.004

Difference of mixture likelihood per observation

0.000
−0.002
−0.004
−0.006
−0.008

Difference of mixture likelihood per observation

0.002

a.

IM−EM

IMSA−EM

BestVVV

IM−EM

IMSA−EM

EmTruth

0.000
−0.005

Difference of classification likelihood per observation

−0.005
−0.010

Difference of classification likelihood per observation

0.005

0.000

b.

−0.015

100 lusterings. The redundant lusterings in rease the size
of interse tion and produ e many tiny sub lusters, whi h
onsequently in rease omputing overhead and the han e
of making an error in the agglomeration. To preserve the
maximum diversity of partitions in the redu tion of redundan y, we use the an hor algorithm [10℄ with variation of
information [9℄ as the distan e measure to sele t the 10 most
diversi ed partitions as the e e tive starting lusterings for
IM or IMSA.
There are several adjustable parameters in IMSA. Here, we
use 10 starting lusterings (n = 10) and hoose a subset of
size 3 (m = 3) for ea h iteration of IM. The updating strategy is exa tly as des ribed in Se tion 4. It is a s heme ombining diversity and likelihood, i.e. one bran h is updated
by likelihood, and the other is by loseness of lusterings
(See Se tion 4). This design is to avoid losing diversity of
lusterings in C rapidly, whi h may lead to going downhill
too qui kly and stopping moving too soon. In the experiments, we use T = 10 and keep T onstant throughout the
annealing. We set up iterations=1000 and keep tra k of the
lustering with the highest lassi ation likelihood in ea h
iteration. The grand best lustering will be the agglomeration result of IMSA. In all the experiments under urrent
setup, we observe that the likelihood of the best lustering
in reases with the iteration. We de ne onvergen e as when
the likelihood of the best lustering does not hange. The
onvergen e may not be a hieved when it stops.
A nal EM optimization with the VVV model (i.e. un onstrained ovarian e) is applied to the agglomeration results
at the end. For larity, we use IM-agg (or IMSA-agg) to
refer the results before the nal EM step and IM-EM (or
IMSA-EM) for the results after the nal EM step. For omparison purposes, the same EM pro edure is applied to the
best starting lusterings (i.e. the starting lusterings with
highest mixture likelihood in the pool) and the true labels,
denoted as bestVVV and emtruth, respe tively.
Figure 2 summarizes the results of IM and IMSA in terms
of the mixture likelihood and lassi ation likelihood for the
20 datasets. All IMSA-agg results and 44% of IM-agg results have higher lass ation likelihood than the best starting lusterings. All IMSA-agg results have higher or the
same lassi ation likelihoods omparing to IM-agg results.
Both IM-agg and IMSA-agg have higher mixture likelihoods
than the best starting lustering. This indi ates that IMagg and IMSA-agg improve likelihood of lusterings and
the simulated annealing does improve agglomeration. After EM (VVV model) optimization, IM-EM, IMSA-EM and
bestVVV have similar mixture likelihood. Both IM-EM and
IMSA-EM rea h the optimal mixture likelihood (emTruth)
35% of the time.
To assess the quality of partitions, we evaluate the lassi ation error (CE), variation of information (VI) and mixture
likelihood on the training sets and a test set (Figure 3).
The test set is generated from the same mixture distribution ontaining 3000 data points. Comparing to the best
starting lustering (bestVVV), both IM-EM and IMSA-EM
redu e the average lassi ation errors on both the training sets and the test set. They also shortern the average
VI distan e of the estimated lustering to true lustering

IM−EM

IMSA−EM

IM−agg

IMSA−agg

Figure 2: Mixture likelihood and lassi ation likelihood for the 4- omponent mixture. (a) Di eren e of
mixture likelihood to emTruth (left) and bestVVV
(right). (b) Di eren e of lassi ation likelihood to
emTruth (left) and best starting lustering (right)

on both the training sets and the test set. IM, IMSA and
bestVVV have similar mixture and lassi ation likelihood
per observation. (Table 1).
5.2 Duplicated data

In se tion 5.1, the mixture likelihood of the optimal lustering and the best starting lusterings are fairly lose. Now
we want to nd a harder example. A natural hoi e is to dupli ate the data in se tion 5.1. We keep the ovarian es and
relative proportions of C ; : : : ; C in se tion 5.1, and make a
shifted dupli ate at (17; 11); (26; 9); (0; 15)and(6; 14).
So we end up with a dataset ontaining 600 points from 8
groups.
1

4

Table 1: Simple mixture data. Classi ation error (CE), variation of information (VI) distan e to the true
labeling, log-mixture likelihood per observation (lmix =N ) and log- lassi ation likelihood per observation
(l lass =N ) on the training sets and the test set. The table shows the means and standard deviations over
the estimations obtained from the 20 training datasets. The test set is generated from the same mixture
distribution with 3000 data points.

CE
IM
0.185 (0.117)
IMSA (VI) 0.195 (0.126)
BestVVV 0.218 (0.107)
EmTruth 0.056 (0.019)

Training
VI
0.794 (0.254)
0.801 (0.234)
0.843 (0.211)
0.580 (0.135)

lmix =N

-8.013 (0.075)
-8.010 (0.080)
-8.013 (0.083)
-7.992 (0.073)

-6.228 (0.096)
-6.228 (0.131)
-6.256 (0.138)
-6.143 (0.073)

We use the same IM and IMSA pro edures as before exept the e e tive starting lusterings n = 20 and subset size
m = 4 in IMSA as the starting lusterings are more diversi ed with larger number of lusters. Figure 4 shows the
lassi ation likelihood and mixture likelihood. The mixture likelihoods of IM-EM and IMSA-EM are better than
the mixture likelihood of the best lustering after the EM
step most of time (IM: 90% and IMSA: 80%), whi h is better than the 4- omponent mixture. The lassi ation and
the mixture likelihood of IMSA-agg are always higher than
IM-agg and the best starting lustering. However, IM sometimes has higher mixture likelihood than IMSA after the
nal EM step.
Similar to the 4- omponent mixture, we generate a test set
whi h is 10 times the size of the training sets. Both IM-EM
and IMSA-EM have lower means of lassi ation error, variation of information and KL distan e than the best starting
lustering (bestVVV) on both the training sets and the test
set (Table 2).
5.3 Digit data

We test our algorithms on the opti al handwritten digit
re ognition that is available in the NIST site [1℄. The des ription of the data and prepro essing an be found in [1℄.
The dataset ontains the ounts of pixels in small squares of
bitmap images of handwritten digits 0-9 olle ted from 43
people, in whi h 30 people ontributed to the training set
(3823) and 13 to the test set (1797). It is an 8  8 matrix
of integer in the range of 0 : : : 16 for ea h digit. We obtain
10 training sets by randomly sampling 100 datapoints per
digit. Ea h training set ontains 1000 64-dimension datapoints with 10 lusters whi h we further proje t to 11 dimensions by a random orthogonal matrix. We use the test
set provided in the dataset as the test set. The results of
IM and IMSA are in table 3.
On the training sets IM has higher mixture likelihood and
lassi ation likelihood than BestVVV, but larger lassi ation error and VI distan e. All the methods have fairly high
lassi ation error on the test set. We observe that sometimes the number of lusters is lower than the prespe i ed
value (10) on the test set, whi h ontributes to the high
lassi ation error. Also, some small lusters ( 10) generated due to the same reason result to the o urren e of
singularity on test set.
6.

RELATED WORK

l lass =N

CE
0.236 (0.143)
0.220 (0.114)
0.255 (0.096)
0.123 (0.045)

Test
VI
1.074 (0.353)
1.033 (0.249)
1.088 (0.238)
0.677 (0.067)

lmix =N

-8.097 (0.040)
-8.088 (0.029)
-8.093 (0.028)
-8.071 (0.031)

lClass =N

-6.427 (0.199)
-6.445 (0.176)
-6.502 (0.182)
-6.313 (0.100)

Several other approa hes have been proposed to improve
EM by turning to agglomerative variants. Frigui and Krishnapuram proposed a Competitive Agglomeration algorithm
that starts with a large number of small lusters and have
adja ent lusters ompete for data points iteratively [6℄.
As the lusters that lose the ompetition gradually be ome
depleted and vanish, they obtain a sequen e of partitions
with progressively diminishing number of lusters. The nal partition is taken to have the optimal number of lusters
based on an obje tive fun tion that inherits the advantages
of hierar hi al lustering. Shoham proposed a deterministi
annealing EM algorithm in agglomeration mode by ombining deterministi annealing and ompetitive agglomeration
[13℄.
A number of approa hes have been proposed to improve initial lusterings, espe ailly on the appli ation on large datasets.
Posse proposed to improve hierar hi al agglomeration from
an eÆ ient lassi ation of the data in many lasses rather
than from the usual set of singleton lusters by using minimum spanning tree [12℄. Tantrum et al lustered the fra tions of data splitted through refra tion and lustered the
meta-observations summarized by their means [14℄.
7. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented a new idea of lustering
using interse tion-merging. We introdu ed two versions of
merging: greedy (IM) and by simulated annealing (IMSA).
We have shown that IM and IMSA improve on the initial
lustering under a variety of riteria.
In our experiments, improvement is more signi ant on datasets
with more lusters. This probably is be ause it is more
diÆ ult to have ompletely orre t starting lusterings in
this situation, but IM or IMSA an ombine the merits of
partially orre t starting lusterings and produ e a better
produ t.
We also observe that IMSA an orre t mistakes during agglomeration. Thus, the lassi ation likelihood of IMSA-agg
is onsistently higher than IM-agg. The di eren e is more
signi ant when the data ontains more lusters. This an
be explained by the in rease in the size of the interse tion
with the in rease in the number of lusters. When the number of starting lusterings (n) or the number of omponents
(K ) in reases, the interse tion size, Kr , in reases rapidly.
In this situation, the han e of making an error in agglomeration in reases for IM. However, in IMSA Kr does not
depend on n but on the number of lusterings interse ted

Table 2: Dupli ated mixture data. Classi ation error (CE), variation of information (VI) distan e to the
true labeling, log-mixture likelihood per observation (lmix =N ) and log- lassi ation likelihood per observation
(l lass =N ) on the training sets and the test set. The table shows the means and standard deviations over
the estimations obtained from the 20 training datasets. The test set is generated from the same mixture
distribution with 6000 data points.

CE
IM
0.191 (0.051)
IMSA (VI) 0.214 (0.060)
BestVVV 0.278 (0.059)
EmTruth 0.059 (0.013)

Training
VI
0.821 (0.117)
0.865 (0.125)
0.964 (0.112)
0.631 (0.110)

lmix =N

-8.956 (0.047)
-8.964 (0.047)
-8.946 (0.047)
-8.977 (0.047)

l lass =N

-6.149 (0.071)
-6.158 (0.056)
-6.200 (0.060)
-6.100 (0.050)

CE
0.232 (0.045)
0.236 (0.085)
0.317 (0.069)
0.074 (0.006)

Test
VI
1.084 (0.103)
1.006 (0.188)
1.102 (0.190)
0.727 (0.033)

lmix =N

-9.067 (0.019)
-9.066 (0.014)
-9.075 (0.021)
-9.041 (0.014)

l lass =N

-6.362 (0.044)
-6.351 (0.086)
-6.422 (0.096)
-6.227 (0.016)

Table 3: Handwritten digits data. Classi ation error (CE), variation of information (VI) distan e to the
true labeling, log-mixture likelihood per observation (lmix =N ) and log- lassi ation likelihood per observation
(l lass =N ) on the training sets and the test set. The table shows the means and standard deviations over the
estimations obtained from the 10 training datasets. Test set is sampled from the original test set. It ontains
10 digits with 100 observations from ea h digit. Due to singularity, lassi ation likelihood for the test set is
not available. The riteria for IM are averaged over 9 non-singular models.

CE
IM
0.371 (0.027)
IMSA
0.318 (0.039)
IMSA-VI 0.330 (0.065)
BestVVV 0.378 (0.048)
EmTruth 0.176 (0.033)

Training
VI
2.435 (0.161)
2.350 (0.170)
2.315 (0.246)
2.406 (0.195)
1.709 (0.183)

lmix =N

-39.177 (0.102)
-39.110 (0.107)
-39.154 (0.077)
-39.267 (0.112)
-39.208 (0.123)

at ea h stage m, whi h is mu h smaller; IMSA is also less
sensitive to to the in reases in interse tion size, be ause it
an break down the in orre t agglomeration in later iterations. It may be surprising then that IMSA does not dominate IM also after the nal EM relaxation. In fa t, IM and
IMSA have similar likelihood . This is explained by the fa t
that, for the experiments in this paper, we hose data with
partly overlapping lusters, for whi h the parameters that
optimize lmix and l l di er signi antly enough that the apparent advantage of IMSA does not show in the nal value
of the mixture likelihood.
The diversity of starting lusterings is also essential to the
performan e of both IM and IMSA. One an easily see that,
the nal EM optimization left aside, neither IM or IMSA
an nd a lustering unless it an be obtained by merging of
sub lusters in the interse tion. Thus if the starting lusterings are all similar, so will be the nal result of IM/IMSA.
When the starting lusterings have similar partitions, the
sub lusters generated during the interse tion are either lose
to the lusters in the starting lusterings or small sub lusters
re e ting the di eren e between starting lusterings. Merging those sub lusters usually will not lead to improvement
but will instead introdu e noise. If this happens, one possibility is that the pool of starting lusterings is not large
enough. In reasing the pool may in rease the diversity. If
the pool is already large enough and all starting lusterings
are similar, then this may be a happy ase that EM has
found global optima. This is also a ase where we do not
expe t signi ant improvement from IM. On the other hand,
if the starting lusterings are too diversi ed that the number
of sub lusters are lose to data size N , IM is degenerated
to a hierar hi al agglomerative lustering. Thus IM is most

l lass =N

-36.046 (0.140)
-7.446 (0.119)
-7.450 (0.075)
-36.169 (0.082)
-35.950 (0.088)

CE
0.681 (0.141)
0.716 (0.161)
0.638 (0.160)
0.580 (0.168)
0.664 (0.052)

Test
VI
3.316 (0.126)
3.282 (0.130)
3.233 (0.252)
3.083 (0.348)
3.127 (0.152)

lmix =N

-41.531 (0.1097)
-41.383 (0.132)
-41.487 (0.197)
-41.614 (0.164)
-41.562 (0.143)

useful in the middle ground. A typi al favorable ase for IM
is when many sub lusters after interse tion have moderate
sizes. This suggests a useful diagnosis pro edure: the distribution of sub luster sizes after the I step an predi t (quite
reliably as we have observed in our experiments) if IM will
be able to improve on the starting lusterings or not.
Note also that, sin e ex ept for the nal relaxation step
IM/IMSA work with hard lusterings, when the mixture
omponents overlap too mu h our algorithms ease to be
useful. Thus, unlike EM, they are not general purpose density estimation algorithms, but lustering algorithms. Also,
when the lusters are well separated, EM usually nds the
optimal parameters and partition, so IM has no room to
improve. It may seem thus that our new algorithms have
restri ted appli ability. However, in our opinion this is not
so: it is in the intermediate domain where lusters exist in
the data but they are not easy to nd that lustering is really interesting. This is exa tly the domain where IM/IMSA
apply. What amount of luster overlap an be tolerated by
IM? We do not have theoreti al results, but in the arti ial
experiments presented here, the overlap of the small lusters
is 30% while in the digits data the maximum overlap in the
true lustering is
In pra ti e, a ommon situation is a big pool with several
types of partitions. Our pra ti al solution is to use the anhor algorithm [10℄ with variation of information [9℄ as
the distan e measure to sele t the most diversi ed starting
lusterings. For the reasons expounded here we strongly re ommend sele ting the set of starting lusterings by diversity
as a prepro essing step for IM.
In our urrent algorithm, the sele tion riterion in IMSA

is lassi ation likelihood, but the nal EM optimization is
based on the mixture likelihood. Sin e there is no stri t
orresponden e between mixture likelihood and lassi ation likelihood, the optima from IMSA may not be lose to
the optima on the mixture likelihood. Therefore, we also
experimented using the mixture likelihood as the obje tive
fun tion of simulated annealing. The results so far have
been similar to the standard IMSA; we do not yet have a
good explanation for the la k of improvement. We are urre tly developing an Interse tion-Merging algorithm based
entirely on mixture likelihood so that all steps optimize the
same obje tive fun tion.
There are several possible extensions of the work presented
here. In this paper, we assume the number of omponents
K is known and all the starting lusterings have the same
K . A tually this is not required for IM or IMSA. We may
even sele t the optimal K by running IM/IMSA under different K and making sele tion based on for example BIC.
So far we applied the IM or IMSA framework on Gaussian
mixtures. But on eptually this framework an apply to
any mixture problems, as long as some starting lusterings
and an optimality fun tion for agglomeration are available.
Another possible appli ation is to obtain hierar hi al lusterings on large datasets. For large datasets, HAC on the
whole dataset is infeasible in terms of memory usage and
omputation time. We may use EM (perhaps on samples
of the dataset) to obtain starting lusterings and produ e
the lustering on the full dataset using Interse tion-merging
whose agglomeration step depends on Kr but not on N .
8.
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APPENDIX
A. IMPLEMENTATION OF INTERSECTION

We developed a linear time algorithm for the interse tion
step We all the ve tor of luster labels in the input partitions for ea h data point as a tuple. The data points in
the same sub luster will have the same tuple, i.e. ea h tuple uniquely identi es an interse tion (whi h bears a unique
luster label). A hashtable data stru ture, whi h provides a
one-to-one mapping between keys (tuple) and values (index
in the interse tion), is used to implement the interse tion
pro ess. The interse tion will be formed after a single traverse of the whole data set, i.e. O(N).
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Figure 4: Mixture likelihood and lassi ation likelihood for the 8 omponents mixture. (a) Di eren e of mixture likelihood to emTruth (left) and
bestVVV (right). (b) Di eren e of lassi ation
likelihood to emTruth (left) and best starting lustering (right). Due to singularity in the al ulation,
only 3 lassi ation likelihood is available for IM-agg
and IMSA-agg.
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mixture. Left: training sets. Right: test set.
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Figure 5: The distribution of size of interse tion Kr
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dataset (b).

